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Mobile  
Showcase
Our toolkit to touch and feel
There for your customers together

Deciding to purchase salon seating from a catalogue is hard to imagine for some 
of your customers. 

Our mobile furniture showcase can help you out!

We can actively approach your customers together, from regional events to a 
visit on site. Creative services and intensive dialogue with customers are the 
keys to your success, and we want to accompany and support you in this 
regard.

We offer the real experience of sitting in and touching furniture with a small 
selection from our cushion assortment compressed into about 10 square 
metres. A total of 5 chair tops, 2 washing units, and 4 rolling stools are part 
of the basic assortment. The selection of models is a representative sampling 
of our product range and can be adjusted to fit your customer’s wishes. The 
presentation can be expanded with a pavilion setup, in order to demonstrate the 
various pedestal options, washing units, and hairdressers chairs, for example.

Perhaps we can test out a model directly at the location it will be used in the 
future? You are invited to actively provide input for new ideas and make it part of 
your marketing campaign!

Customer service with high advertising benefits to increase your 
sales success!

/// Individual assortment

/// Flexible locations

/// Versatile marketing options
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About the mobile  
furniture showcase
Helpful info for you!

Model: Volkswagen T4  
 K-Bus specially adapted

Exhibit space: 10 qm (inside) 
 required floor space ca. 28 qm (7 x 4 m)

Basic assortment: Interior: 
 5 chair tops 
 2 washing units

 Outside: 
 3 rolling stools 
 2 hairdresser chairs (flexible)

 We will adjust the products in the  
 mobile furniture showcase  
 to fit your individual needs!

Requirements: 28 qm free floor space (7 x 4 m) 
   Power connection 
  (1 power outlet)

Come in, sit down,  
feel (great)
We offer you the real experience  
of the feel and seating no matter  
where you are! 


